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Three approaches to bridging the Digital Divide
in Latin America

According to a 2020 study issued by the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB), three in
ten people across Latin America — some 244 million—have no internet. That number is now
shrinking, thanks to the efforts of several satellite broadband internet service providers
including Hughes, Andesat, and Gilat who are bringing connectivity to some of the wildest
and most remote parts of the region.
Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite
Evolution Group
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t least half the people on this planet are so immersed
in the digital world that they would be hard-pressed
to survive without it. But the other half, around 3.5
billion humans, are either too poor or live too remotely to
tap into all the things we now take for granted. When the
pandemic erupted in 2020, this fact quickly manifested into
a global problem that needed attention. While
governments in Latin America pondered legislation,
providers of satellite-enabled internet services acted. The
biggest challenge for them was figuring out ways to deliver
connectivity at a price that people in a small, isolated village
could afford.

HUGHES EXPANDS WI-FI ACCESS TO COMMUNITY LTE

“We are really passionate about bringing connectivity into
underserved areas,” says Bhanu Durvasula, Vice President,
International Division at Hughes Network Systems, LLC
(HUGHES). By putting a satellite terminal into a local “Mom
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and Pop” store and connecting a Wi-Fi access point,
Hughes has been able to provide internet service at an
affordable price. “Instead of paying US$50 or US$60 a
month, people can buy hourly, daily, or weekly data packs
and spend just a few dollars a month. It works for them,
and it creates a business case for us,” Durvasula explains.
Over the last couple of years, Hughes has deployed its
Hughes Express community Wi-Fi equipment and services
in more than 2,300 locations throughout Brazil, Chile, Peru,
Columbia, and Mexico. The company has seen a lot of good
traction from its initial endeavours. “People in these places
now have access to the internet as well as communication
with others and it is changing their lives,” notes Durvasula.
However, the coverage that such Wi-Fi hot spots deliver
is only about 70 to 100 meters.
Several months ago, Hughes hatched a plan to expand
that coverage and in February of this year, the company
initiated a novel Community LTE pilot program that delivers
service to five remote villages in Brazil. At each site, Hughes
has integrated its JUPITER ™ high-throughput satellite
capacity and equipment with an LTE small cell and an

#Hughes #Andesat #ANATEL

Bhanu Durvasula, Vice President, International Division at
Hughes Network Systems

open-source network core that effectively creates a private
LTE network covering approximately five square
kilometres. To make this possible, Hughes applied to
ANATEL (the Brazilian Telecommunications Agency) for a
license to use a block of spectrum in 700-megahertz band
28 which the Brazilian government granted to Hughes until
2025.
“The concept is still the same in that people purchase
affordable data packs from a local retailer but now users
are not restricted to that one hotspot. They can have access
in their own home as well as the entire coverage areas, at
all hours. We have an LTE base station that can connect
to mobile devices along with fixed LTE Customer Premise
Equipment (CPE) devices,” explains Durvasula. The LTE

CPE is a small box that goes into a person’s home. On one
side, the device connects to the internet through LTE to
the base station and the other side it provides Wi-Fi access.
Hughes has been able to further reduce the cost of
connectivity to remote locations by pushing a lot of the
functions that are in the central site out to the edge. In
these locations, the base station communicates with a
compact, off-the-shelf compute node that hosts an opensource core network software. That core network resides
at the edge and all the LTE overhead and protocols are
handled locally at the site. Because it is a consumer-type
satellite terminal there is no need for a higher-end satellite
terminal to carry the internet IP traffic over the satellite
link. That not only saves bandwidth over the space link
but also lowers the equipment costs at the site.
Having proven both the viability of the LTE setup and
its cost-effectiveness, Hughes is reaching out to mobile
network operators (MNOs) in the hopes of forming a winwin partnership. Durvasula notes, “MNOs are hesitant to
put up cell towers in rural areas as these locations do not
bring in the kind of revenues that they see in urban and
suburban locations. However, in many cases, they are
obligated to do so due to government policies for use of
spectrum. This is where our community LTE offering can
help, with Hughes providing local operational support and
satellite backhaul with a spectrum-sharing and roaming
arrangement with the MNO – all to help connect more
people, more cost-effectively.”

ANDESAT CONNECTS THE MOST FORGOTTEN COMMUNITIES IN PERU
Three mountain ranges and the Amazon rainforest make
Peru one of the most rugged geographies on earth. Sixty
percent of the country has no roads. Approximately eight
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Pablo Rasore, Andesat’s Founder, and CEO

million people inhabit 16,000 tiny communities scattered
throughout the region and, until recently, none of them
had broadband internet access. Then, in 2018, the Peruvian
government issued a regulation that allowed South
American satellite service provider, Grupo Andesat, to file
for a license as an infrastructure provider for rural
communities.
“We started integrating a solution that was costeffective for communities of between 500 and 1,000
residents,” states Pablo Rasore, Andesat’s Founder, and
CEO. “Our ultimate aim was to go to the most forgotten
places in Peru.”
Andesat signed its first contract with Telefonica and
deployment for rural communities was underway but in
2019, Intelsat’s IS-29e HTS geostationary communications
satellite suffered a fuel leak and was declared a total loss.
“We had practically 80 percent of our services over that
satellite,” explains Rasore. “We had to stop everything and,
to keep our customers, we had to make a very big
investment in our teleports and provide services with
alternative satellites. Then we had to migrate all the
customers to those satellites. We lost nearly a whole year
trying to reposition in this way. Then came the pandemic.”
The project is now back on track. Andesat currently has
100 sites, and the company plans to have more than 400
by the end of the year. “Sometimes you have to travel for
two or three days and cross several rivers by boat to get
to these places, but to our great surprise when we arrived,
everybody had a smartphone in their hands even though
they didn’t have any connection,” says Rasore. “As soon as
we deployed the service, the people were ready, and they
consumed data at an amazing rate that surpassed our most
optimistic projections.”
The impact of having connectivity has been dramatic.
“These communities were so far away that their production
was being purchased by people who exploited them
because the prices were whatever they wanted to pay,”
Rasore explains. “Banks wanted to get into those areas to
provide financial services and we are now making
agreements with them to increase the Revenue per Site
(ARPU). The same has happened with telemedicine and
tele-education. As soon as we get sites connected, the
users want more services, and they learn everything they
need to know in a very short time.”
The infrastructure is simple: a small tower, about the
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same size as the ones you see for streetlights, as well as a
VSAT terminal and cellular equipment on top. Even this
relatively lightweight equipment can present a challenge
when crossing rivers and scaling rough terrain. “We have
worked a lot on integrating the solution and making it as
efficient as it can be so we can keep it affordable. A cellular
company would probably spend four to six times what we
spend. The customer pays for the service from a reseller
or an MNO like Telefonica. We provide the transport and
charge the MNO for that,” says Rasore.
According to Rasore, his company Is adapting the
solutions it pioneered for other businesses in Latin America
to suit the newly connected communities which are
primarily involved in agriculture, trout production, oil and
gas, and mining. Andesat can provide the same kind of
services and the same kind of IoT and software
development for sensors and dashboards that these
remote areas would need to improve not only their
businesses but also their quality of life. “For us, what is just
as important as the economic benefits is the social impact
that connectivity enables,” he notes. “We’re already seeing
the formation of mining cooperatives and improvements
in education and healthcare.”
Andesat has been purchasing capacity from Intelsat,
Eutelsat, SES, and Telesat but demand is growing at such
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Hispasat is using Gilat’s CBH technology to extend the
service of Altan La Red Compartida. Photo courtesy Gilat

a rate that the company decided to purchase one of its
own. In December 2021, Andesat announced a deal with
satellite manufacturer, Astranis to build and operate a
MicroGEO satellite. Andesat-1 is set for launch in 2023.
Notably, the company is investing all the CapEx without
assistance from the Peruvian government or MNOs.
The plan is to continue using the services of all the
satellites and let Andesat-1 handle the expansion. “After
experiencing the loss of one satellite, we will never risk
having a single source,” says Rasore. “However, having our
own satellite will make us more competitive and will bring
down the average cost of bandwidth.”

GILAT PROVIDES UBIQUITOUS ACCESS TO REMOTE COMMUNITIES IN
MEXICO

In 2016, the UN General Assembly passed a non-binding
resolution that “declared internet access a human right.”
Mexico, among other countries, agreed to uphold the
directive. In 2017, Hispasat, the Spanish satellite
communications operator and leader in the distribution of
content in Spanish and Portuguese selected satellitebased broadband communications provider, Gilat Satellite
Networks to provide its SkyEdge II-c platform with its
flagship VSAT Capricorn for their Amazonas 5 Ka-band
satellite. This partnership has provided cellular backhaul
(CBH) over satellite services in Mexico ever since.
“Here at Gilat we believe that the need to bridge the
digital divide is now stronger than ever before,” states
Ernesto Preciado, Vice President North of Latin America
for Gilat. “This has been compounded by the pandemic
which has caused a significant rise in demand for
connectivity and especially in the surge of demand on
cellular networks. We see a record need for video
streaming and bandwidth-hungry applications due to work
and study from home, social distancing that is increasing
the reliance on communication from home, as well as
additional connectivity requirements to support more
users.”
According to a report published by Statista,
approximately three out of ten people in Mexico still do
20
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not have access to the internet. Most of these individuals
live in precarious and vulnerable situations in rural areas.
Gilat, along with partners, Hispasat and AXESS, is providing
CBH to Mexico’s leading MNOs. “We are bringing
connectivity to remote regions where terrestrial systems
such as fiber and microwave are not available,” notes
Preciado. “Gilat’s platform also allows the mobile operator
to use transportable VSATs for disaster recovery, thus
ensuring connectivity anywhere in Mexico at all times.”
Hispasat is using Gilat’s CBH technology to extend the
service of Altan La Red Compartida, the shared
telecommunications network. “Gilat’s platform provides a
user experience like terrestrial technologies, using
patented GTP acceleration, traffic optimization techniques,
and excellent spectral efficiency. This enables MNOs to
expand 4.5G LTE coverage to underserved areas so that
people can enjoy high-quality mobile broadband voice and
data services,” says Preciado. “SkyEdge II-c is also 5G ready
and able to deliver new levels of satellite connectivity when
applicable.”
“As government attention is shifting from providing
small, simple satellite connectivity to schools and other
government points of presence to true broadband cellular
coverage, we expect Gilat’s presence and market
leadership to grow even more,” explains Preciado. “Gilat
recently launched its next-generation platform, SkyEdge
IV supporting multi-orbit constellations and very high
throughput satellites. We are looking forward to deploying
our platform with new satellites covering the region, such
as the SES 17 which is expected to become operational
next quarter.”
Clearly, the digital divide is narrowing. In the next
several years, life will change dramatically for millions of
people who never dreamed of having the world at their
fingertips.

Ernesto Preciado, Vice President North of Latin America
for Gilat
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